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All my quote collections respect copyright laws in that they reflect the collector’s preferred state-

ments of the quoted author. The reader is encouraged to read the original, not deterred from it. Thus, 

the quote collection is in no way intended to paraphrase, copy, replace or add-on to the original pub-

lication. In addition, the quote collection on its own is an intellectual contribution that is granted its 

own copyright, independently of the copyright of the original author and of the publisher. 

 

In addition, this collection of quotes complies with Title 17, §107 US Copyright Law (Fair Use) in that 

its purpose consists of review and critique, and the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 

relation to the copyrighted work as a whole is not excessive. 

 

—Peter Fritz Walter 
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ETHERIC ANATOMY 
The Three Selves and Astral Travel 

Albany: Acorn Guild Press, 2004 

By Victor H. Anderson 

‣ The subject’s sex organs look strange. Not only does he have the usual male 

parts, but also within the scrotum is a replica or ‘X-ray’ image of the female vagi-

na. His etheric breasts are somewhat larger than the dense ones. On closer exam-

ination, his etheric or double body is more feminine than his dense male anato-

my. There is even a luminous pear-shaped area where the female womb would 

be. Yet he is a normal male. /5 

‣ From her clitoris extends a sexual part that is like a phantom penis! About her 

vagina is a close-fitting replica of the male scrotum and testicles. They remind 

one of a firm, well-formed apricot in shape and neat closeness. /5  

‣ The female subject’s body rests more lightly around and within her dense body, 

which accounts in great part for her more advanced psychic powers. /5 

‣ In order to comprehend more fully our psychic structure, it must be understood 

that the human being is a trinity. This is neither a metaphor nor an abstract illus-

tration. The human soul and spirit body is made up of three definite parts or enti-

ties. Each of these three entities has its own individual and collective existence in 

the soul and personality, just as surely as the three atoms in a molecule of 

water. /8 
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‣ The part of the etheric double that during physical life is called the vital body is 

the vehicle of the animal self. This entity is the Unihipili of Huna and the Nephesh 

spirit of Jewish wisdom. /9 

‣ The auric body, which surrounds and is a part of the vital body, is the human 

self’s vehicle. It is often called Ke Kno Uhane. Its substance is more tenuous than 

its central part, and it is ovoid, rather than human in form. /9 

‣ The body of the personal Aumakua is usually a most beautiful glowing sphere 

that, when manifesting in a visible form, looks as if it were made of blue or blue-

white light. It looks about nine inches in diameter and is very difficult to see. /9 

‣ Unihipili is that part of you that is most intimately concerned with the functions 

of your dense body, the creation and storing of your life force (mana), your 

memory and many other things of life. The right side of the brain is its province. /

11 

‣ Another interesting property of the vital body, although difficult to detect, is a 

faint buzzing sound, somewhat like that of a bumblebee. This signals the gather-

ing in and arrangement of atoms and molecules to maintain the structure of the 

dense body. /12 

‣ What we call the ‘spirit world’ is composed largely of particles and frequencies of 

a subatomic nature. We of the Craft say that these planes or worlds are / below 

the atom. We know the vital body to be made up of what we call bioplasma. Be-

sides the other finer particles and frequencies of which it is composed, there is a 

small amount of plasmic hydrogen, i.e., electrons and protons. In substance, it 

actually resembles the more tenuous parts of the sun itself! The term ‘astral body’ 

may be vindicated after all. /12-13 

‣ Every object with which we deal in everyday life is surrounded by a kind of shad-

owy counterpart that varies in color, density and dimensions, depending on the 

kind of matter. A steel ball an inch in diameter will have a pale, violent-blue repli-

ca of itself extending one sixteenth of an inch from it on all sides. If we examine a 

bit of rock, we will find that it too has an extension that varies in color and di-

mension depending on its composition. Pieces of wood and other more organic 
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objects have wider and sometimes more colorful ‘surrounds’, as psychic children 

call them. When we break a rock in two, the etheric part follows the outline of the 

break. /13 

‣ If we keep cutting the leaf up, a point is reached at which the vital body of the 

leaf will dissipate into the ether. If a part of the leaf is torn off and slowly pulled 

away, the bioplasma will stretch out a half centimeter or so, and then break off 

and rejoin the severed parts. /14 

‣ I remember an afternoon in early childhood when the adults made war on the 

swarms of houseflies, shooing them out of the house and killing them with every 

weapon available, from swatters to waving towels. In the evening when the bat-

tle was over, the air was filled with tiny winged jewels of green / and blue, etheric 

houseflies doing all the things that flies do, buzzing around and copulating fre-

quently in midair. They were no longer nasty little pests, but sparks of beauty 

clean as light! After a while they seemed to evaporate, but I soon learned that 

these little centers of consciousness were not just snuffed out, whatever changes 

they underwent. /15 

‣ It has been said that only living things have auras. This is not the case. Every ma-

terial object of appreciable size is surrounded and penetrated by some of the 

etheric matter and frequencies from the various planes of existence. Even a stat-

ue has an aura. The auras of what we all inanimate objects are static and ho-

mogenous in appearance unless acted upon by mana from ourselves or the 

mana and presence of spirits, saints or the Gods. /17 

‣ The average human aura extends from eight to nine inches from the dense body, 

seen in a front view. It is a bit flat when viewed from the side, like the body of a 

paramecium. I call this portion the chromic aura, to avoid its being confused with 

the other emanations, which contain everything from carbon dioxide and water 

vapor to infrared light. /17 

‣ If we include all of the auric emanations, the woman’s aura is always wider, espe-

cially around the waist.  /18 

‣ The more mentally alert the subject, the more blue will be the aura. /18 
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‣ Both that part of the etheric double we call the vital body during incarnate life 

and the aura remain blended together under normal conditions, as shown 

above. However, they may be separated by anesthesia, potent drugs or a violent 

and cruel death. /19 

‣ The male is mutated from the female and is a wonderful and powerful manifesta-

tion of her. /30 

‣ The God Self is bisexual, both male and female in one, though usually feminine 

in aspect and appearance. This explains the popular image of the guardian angel 

as female. When male love and energy are needed, the Personal God can be the 

Heavenly Father part of you. She is the most blessed Neshamah of Jewish spiri-

tuality. /31 

‣ Further research is needed in order to determine when the fetus becomes an 

individual human being, that is, ensouled. Based on my personal observations, I 

would estimate the time as forty-two to forty-five days. /36 

‣ The α spirit is usually the first to feel sex attraction and fall in love. It does not 

separate sex from love. In some primitive cultures, it is called the bush or animal 

spirit. The word animal does not put a low meaning to it, but means ‘anima, life 

soul or spirit’. In the ignorant and undeveloped human being, the α spirit be-

comes so full of complexes, it can no longer use its form of natural instinctive 

mentation. /44 

‣ Tonic breathing is inhaling through the mouth and exhaling through the nose. 

With this method, one can gain energy and improve blood circulation. /48 

‣ The Unihipili will release the mana to the Aumakua as semen is released in sex, or 

water sprouts from a garden hose. You will feel a tingling up and down your 

spine and in your genitals. If you feel a sudden surge of sexual feeling, do not 

repress it. This signals a most perfect and intimate union with the God within 

your, your Aumakua. Always remember you are a trinity in the divine image; oth-

erwise, this prayer will not work. /49 

‣ In the Feri Tradition we have a saying, ‘Union with God is ultimately sexual’. /49 
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‣ One of the meanings of Aumakua is ‘self parent’. It is of both sexes, though usual-

ly feminine like God Herself. /50 

‣ Before we humans were fully evolved in our present form on this planet, there 

was a class of gods that became our Aumäkua (this is the plural of Aumakua). 

These gods are our true parents. After the long period of our evolution, many 

ancestral souls became God Selves. The root of ancestor worship is / from this 

knowledge. It is the natural destiny of each of us to become an Aumakua after 

our last incarnation in our present human form. These Holy Ones are our real 

guardian angels. /50-51


